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 Famous ? Why ?  

Read the first page and find out why Nelson Mandela is so famous. Give at least two reasons: 

- ________________________________________________________________________ 

- ________________________________________________________________________ 

What is he a symbol of? 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 His life: 

Read the first two pages and fill in Mandela’s timeline: 

                                                                                                                                                                      Mandela creates 

                                                                                                                                                                     a secret army     sentenced to life prison 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Mandela’s     father                                     becomes a              joins           Apartheid                 ANC is        Mandela is arrested 

Birth                dies                                           lawyer                the NAC         voted in SA              banned  

 

                                                                                                          Moved to                                                   1
st

 black president           

    1964                                                                                          guarded house                                          of South Africa 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

             18 years in the prison of Robben Island        Moved to                           Free            Nobel Peace                      retires                              dies 

                                    Hard labour                                  mainland prison                                          Prize 

 

Real Name: ____________________________________________________ 

He was part of a ______________________ family. 

 

 Problems in South Africa when Mandela was young: 

Read page 3. 

The majority of the population was ______________ 

But the ___________________ (also called A_________________ ) ran the country: the government was all-white. 

NELSON 

MANDELA 

and  his 

FIGHT 

……… ……… ……… ……… ……… ……… 

……… 

……… ……… 

……… 

……… 

……… ……… 

……… 

……… ……… 
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The black were _____________________ and had only access to under-paid jobs for example: ____________ or 

________________________ . 

The black people were not satisfied by this. 

IN 1944, the NAC (N____________ A______________ C______________) was created.  

They wanted:    to throw all whites away from South Africa 

    to have an all-black government 

    the black South-Africans to have the same rights as the white ones. 

In 1948, the government voted the Apartheid: laws to keep white people and black people ____________ 

(= separated). 

 

 Struggle for freedom: 

Read  page 4. 

 

Give a definition of Apartheid: 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Mandela’s position regarding Apartheid: 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Consequence for Mandela? 

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 End of Apartheid: 

Read page 5 

The first changes in South-African society happened in ____________________. Example: ______________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

In 1990, Mandela is ___________________ . He calls for reconciliation. All South-Africans must work for peace. 

 

In 1994, Mandela is _____________________ after an election where all _______ people were allowed to vote for 

the first time. 

 

 A new South Africa: 

Read Page 6. 

South Africa  is also called : ________________________________ 

Definition: _________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 


